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lt+cli,.r'ybF? c ,' og.tEcrroNs oN BEHALF oF DELHI pRADESH coNGREss coMMIT'fEE
AGAINST TARIFF PETITIONS OF DISCOMs for TRUE UP OF FY 2013-14, APR

OF FY 2OL4-LS AND ARR of FY 2015-16

I. Benefit of reduction in AT&C (transmission losses) mrust be passed on
the consumers:
a) It is hereby submitted that despite of a sizeable decline of more than 4Ooh

in the AT&C losses post the privatisation (in 2OO2l, the DISCOMs have
failed to pass on the benefits to the consumers:-

AT&C losses post 2OO2:
Year BSES (Yamunal BSES TPDDL

2002-03 61.9% 57 51%
2013-14 21.04% 77o/o 10.35%

b) It is'most-respectfully submitted that post privatisation, there has also
been drastic change in the consumer profiles of service areas of the
DISCOMs. Since the computation of AT&C loss level is linked to the
consumer prof,rle, the AT&C loss reduction figures as reported by
DISCOMs may be much greater than that reported by the DISCOMs.
Further, it is imperative to highlight that no audit of energr supplied by
distribution transformers and corresponding connectred consumers has
been carried out in any zone, so how can the self assessment of the
DISCOMs be trusted?

il. Actual & projected figures of AT&C losses for time period FY 2013-L4 to
2015-16, shows DISCOMs have failed to reduce AT&C losses in the past
3 years:
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Submission: The reduction of AT&C losses of all DISCOMs has been
extremely poor for the above time period. The losses of BSES (Reliance)

DISCOMs have been more than what was even approved by the Hon'ble
Commission. Whereas TPDDL (Tata), has said that its AT&C loses are

likely to go up! The AT&C losses is an importtrrt component in
determining the tariff for general public, with respect to thhe above-
mentioned time period, the DISCOMs have failed to reduce these loses
and strict penalty sha-Il be imposed on them for the loss of revenue due to
their inefficiency.

nI. Amount collected from unpaid bills and penalties of defaulters should
be adjusted in tariff to benefit honest consumers:

a) AT&C loss includes the commercial losses, includi:ng unpaid bills of
consumers. Subject to the approval of the Hon'ble Commission, all
Distribution Licensees must be compelled to furnish clarification on the
status of major defaulters and the action taken 1,hereon. It is also
submitted that in public interest, the DISCOMs shoull prepare a definite
action plan to further reduce the AT&C loss. Further, :ln certain areas the
AT&C losses are marked above 4oo/o, the DisComs must clarify as to why
it has failed to control these AT&C losses.

If transmission losses of a DISCOM are more than 2.tOo/o of the average
transmission losses in Delhi, the same shall not be allcwed:

a) It is most humbly submitted that the AT&C losses of the NDMC are much
lesser than the private DISCOMs. The actua,l AT&C l.osses of NDMC for
the year 2Ol3-14 is marked at 9.58o/o, however the c,lrresponding frgure
of BSES(Yamuna) & BSES (Rajdhani) are almost. the double. The
Commission may give necessary directions and ensure that if AT&C
losses of any DISCOM is more than 2.Ooh of the average AT&C losses of
all DISCOMs in the capital, the cost of the same is not allowed.
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v. For the benefit of domestic consumers/ multiple fami.lies living on one

floor - one connection should be allowed per family:

The NCT of Delhi cornprises of large population which are living on rental
accommodations in various parts of Delhi. Amongst them a large number
of families in unauthorised colonies and urban villages in Delhi are living
rentaL accomrnodations wherein multiple farnilies dwell on the same floor
due to constraint of space and income. However, they are not able to
avail the benefit of subsidy on the electricity tariff as currently only one

meter is allowed to be installed on each floor.
The Hon'ble Commission may take necessary steps and in such cases

allow one meter per family, instead of one meter per floor.
This will ensure that the benefit of subsidy reaches to those who deserve

the most.

Consumers should be allowed to purchase electricity meters from open
market:
a) Fast running/ faulty meters has been a long standirrg grievance of the

consumers. Power consumers should have the option to buy meters from
Open Market. The weights and measures department of the Government
of NCT of Delhi should outsource the checking and stamping of these

meters to credible and willing institutions/ labs like II'ls, Delhi University
etc.
Submission: We request the DERC to take necesrsary steps in this
direction.

Operations and Maintenance Expenditure of the DISCOMs:
a) As per the accounts filed by the DISCOMs there is a drastic contrast

between their actual O&M expenditure and the amount approved by the
Hon'ble Commission for the FY 2OI3-14. The saine may be disallowed
and unrealistic projection for the FY 2015-16 may be <luashed:

Actual O&M E>rpenditure figures of DISCOMs forr FY 2013-14 &
amount projected for FY 2015-1€i

Year BSES (Yamuna) BSES
lRaidhanil

Allowed by
commission
2013-r4l

363.33 500.1 1

Actual
QO13-r4l

384.19 6rr.o4

Projected
(2015- 16)

456 763.73

*Amount in Rs. Crore

a)

b)

c,
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VIII. Directions rnay be given to DSICOMS to promote consenration of energ:f
through innovative modes:

a) The undersigned most humbly submits that the Honble Commission
may compel the DISCOMs to promote conservation of energr, ener5/
audit and effrcient use of energr in its area of supply. Siuffrcient measures
should be initiated by the DISCOMs to educate the consumers, starting
at school level itself. Further, the DISCOMs must undertake awa-reness
drives vis-a-vis conserving ener$/ and encouraging optimum use of
ener$/. Educating consumers through innovative ways must be
encouraged, the sarne may include - advertising o-n Television, Print
Media, Facebook and Twitter. In addition to this DISCtfMs must organise
consumer meets, lectures, seminars, workshops etc. so as to bring down
the ener$/ consumption and power purchase requirement of the
DISCOMs. A report of such measures undertaken by the DISCOMs may
be submitted with the Flonble Commission after every 3 months.

b) Accounts of DISCOMs cannot be relied upon; DISCOITIs may be directed
to revea-l transactions of their sister companies, especially when sister
companies engaged with companies from whic,h DISCOMs are
purchasing power

I)(. Vested interest/ income of sister companies of DISCOMs must be
disclosed:

a) It is further submitted that the facts and frgures shown in the ARR are
manipulative and tariff hike demanded by the DISCOMs are unjustifred.
Moreover, the costly short-term PPAs signed by the DISCOMs drastically
escalate the Power Purchase Cost. Apart from the termLs and conditions of
these contracts (PPAs), there are hidden rewards 1-hat the DISCOMs
receive at later stages. We suspect that these rewards are in return of the
deliberate expensive ener$/ purchased contract signedi with the GENCOs.
Therefore, it is the need of the hour that the facts and figures presented
by the DISCOMs are carefully scrutinized by experts before they are
approved by the Commission. The Honble Commission rnay also direct
the DISCOMs to reveal all sources of incomes/ trans,action wherein the
sister companies of the DISCOMs are doing business .nrith the companies
with the DISMCOMs/ companies with whom DISCOMs have signed short
term PPAs.

We request DERC to direct the DISCOMs to make all such
figures public and frx a sealing limit vis-a-vis the short term PPA tariff.

VIII. Amount realized from penalties and surcharges on thefts and delayed
payments to be Passed on to honest consumersl pro-active checks for

most humbly for the consideration of this Hon'ble
all surcharges and collection levied on theft of energr
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should be passed on to the honest consumers. Further, the Hon'ble
Commission may ensure that the electricity department/ DISCOMs shall
time to time apprise the Honble Commission on the electricity
theft/lapses keep and status of penalties- whether n.ot imposed or not
realised.

b) Further, the DISCOMs should not be allowed to raisre the tariff unless
they strictly comply with the underlined provisions of curtailing theft of
electricity and keeping track on defaulting consumers to ensure that the
penalty raised is realised in time and these factors should not contribute
to increase in revenue gap.

I)(. Abolishment of Fixed Charg'e:

a) It is hereby submitted that the undersigned strongly olrjects to the levy of
fixed charges by the Distribution Licensees. If at all frxed charges are
levied, these should be adjustable in eners/ charges. Further, collection
of fixed charges from consumer who is using electricity and paying bills is
unjustifred. The sole logic behind levy of fixed charges js to cover the fixed
cost from the consumer whose consumption is be:low a fixed level.
However, now 13 years after the privatisation/ unbundling of the state
owned DESU in Delhi and despite of drastic in,crease in average
consumption, frxed charge on the basis of sanctioned load is being levied
and recovered from all consumers irrespective of how much power they
consume. The undersigned submits that the sarne is arbitrary and unjust
for the consumers. It is hereby stated that even public utilities like
Railway/Airlines incurring huge capital investments fc,r their services, do
not le'uy any fixed charges. Further, the Honble Corrrmission may pass
any Orders as it may deem fit to ensure that no frxeil charges are being
levied by the three private DISCOMs and practice similar to that in
NDMC area where no fixed charges are being levied, is put in place for
the consumers in other parts of the Nationa_l Capital.

Loss due of inefficient management on the part of licensees should not
burden the consumers:

a) Further, the losses claimed to have occurred on account of AT&C are the
direct results of ineffrcient management of power distri.bution set up. It is
also submitted that the Commission should take strong action against
the DISCOMs for their ineffectiveness to plug losses as the consumers
have to suffer for the inefficiency of the DISCOMs. ThLe stakeholders are
of the view that if honest and sincere efforts are madr: by the DISCOMs,
these losses can be plugged and the increase of tariff can be checked.
Steps must be advanced to ensure that these AT&c don't burden the
consumers.

b) It has been suggested that to the extent a DISCOM tails to achieve its
e should be borne by the DISCOM itself. It
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has also been submitted that as already suggested the DISCOMs should
be directed to contact BHEL to know the technology which has been
developed to reduce AT&C losses and achieve better financia-l results. but
no action has been taken in this regard.

Independent Expert Consultant must be appointed to scrutinize tariff
petitions of DISCOMs:

a) The undersigned most humbly submits that the Commission should
appoint an independent consultant in association with a NGO on behalf
of consumers at large to analyse tariff petitions and represent viewpoint
of consumers during the process of approval of ARR ar:Ld determination of
tariff.

XI. Electricity Consumers Advocate Committee shall perform 'pro-active'
role:

a) That the Govt. of NCT of Delhi has set
Advocate Committee (ECAC)
F. 1 1(146) l2006lPower lPt.IIl3043 dated

the Electricity Consumers
its Order no.

December, 2OO7 which

up
vide

I7
consists of a technical person, an advocate, a represerrtative of VOICE, a
representative of confederation of RWAs besides a m,ember from Public
Grievance Cell (PGC). The broad scope of work of thLis Committee was
intended to represent consumers interest in litigation before various
authorities over the issues of cross subsidy, quality of service, supply
related problems; monitor performance standards of DISCOMs; intervene
in the Courts and Tribunals on behalf of consumers; promote consumer
education; bring out a news letter for consumers; hLold meetings with
RWAs on consumer related problems etc.

b) The Honble Commission may encourage the Commiltee to periodically
advertise about its functions and promote the interest of the consumers
continuously and be more pro-active at the stage of tariff determination.

Mismanagement of street lighting:

a) Further, the attention of the Hon'ble Commission is sought to be
attracted towards the mismanagement of street lighting in Delhi. The
undersigned being an representing the voice of public at large, has
received representations from various sections of the society which have
frequently observed that there is lot of wastage of energr by street lights
during day hours whereas, many street lights remajn out of order for
prolonged duration.

b) The Commission may direct the Government of GNCTD to appoint one
grievance agency for NCT of Delhi and setup a ca-ll centre for upkeep of

heir owner i.e. whether owned by Public
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works Department (PwD), Municipal corporation of Delhi (MCD) or
DISCOMs. The same will be imperative to ensure safety of citizens and
crimtnall dubious incidents occurring due to dark spots in the National
Capital.

xul. create competition by encouraging new entrants in the electricity
business:

a) The Commission may kindly consider introduction of more than one
distribution company/licensee in the sarne atea so that there is
competition between the licensees and the consumer has a choice to opt
for anv of the distribution licensee.

xrv. Independent inquiry on benefits given sister concerns and high tariff of
short term PPAs:

a) It is imperative to draw the Honble Commission's attention on the issue
of anomalies in the accounts of the DISCoMs. lfhat it is hereby
submitted that distribution companies in Delhi are manipulating their
accounts by fraudulent and itlegal means to the disadlvantage of general
public. Also, in the past, DISCOMs have indulged iln procurement of
capital goods from sister concerns at much highr:r prices and an
independent inquiry on the sarne must setup at the ear.liest.

Concessional Tariff for Senior Citizens, Educational Institutions etc:

a) The stakeholders have requested for concessional tarilf in case of senior
citizens, places of worship and educational institutions run by NGOs on
land given by MCD/GoNCTD. Some of the stakeholders have submitted
that all non-profit organizatsons and charitable serrices of hospitals,
rendering service for the underprivileged be charged under the category
of domestic tariff.

DISCoMs must be compelled to meet Environment & ILenewable Energy
Obligations:

a) It is the hurnble subrnission of the undersigned that the DISCOMs shall
be compelled to meet the Renewable Purchase obligation (Rpo) and
failing to which a penalty equivalent to the market value of such quantity
of renewable energz not purchased by the DISCOMs, be imposed on the
DISCOMs by the Honble Commission. Such a step vrould be beneficial
from environmental point of view.

It is further suggested that Alternate /renewable power should be

xv.

dy. DISCOMs shall be errcouraged to setup
d LPG base plants in ther National Capital.
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Prayer

In light of the above circumstances, it is most respectfuLlly prayed to this
Honble commission that the Honble commission may graciously be
pleased to:

a) Reject any escalation in tariff claimed by the DISCOMs in the present
Petitions;

b) Reject the amount claimed by DISCOMs on account o:t AT&C charges as
such reduction was below-par from year 2013 onwards;

c) Exercise its power under Section 94 of the Electricity Act, 2OO3 & Order
an enquiry to ascertain why the reduction in AT&C lo,sses has not been
considerably reduced the electricity tariff in the NCT of Delhi;

d) Not a-llow cost of Transmission losses, if such cost is above 2.Oo of all
DISCOMs in Delhi;

e) Allow one connection per family wherever more than one families living
on the sarne floor;

0 Allow purchase of meters from open market;
g) Compel the DISCOMs to meet the renewable energz obligations;
h) Compel DISCOMs to disclose the vested interest of their sister

companies;
i) Appoint independent expert consultalt to scrutinize tariff petitions of

DISCOMsI
j) Abolish Fixed Charge levied by the DISCOMs;
k) Bring on board various stakeholders to facilitate swift rtransfer of amount

rea-lised from penalties etc to honest consumers;
1) Give directions to DISCOMs undertake extensive prornotiona,l drives for

eners/ conservation.

Sincerely,

(President, Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee)

Aman Panwar
(In-charge Power t)epartment, DPCC)
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